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TAIPEI MUNICIPAL CHINESE CLASSICAL ORCHESTRA 
SEPTEMBER 17, 1986 BOSTON 
CONDUCTOR: PROF. CHEN TSCHENG-HSIUNG 
1. THE WORSHIPPING OF GODS (B2) - cqmposed by 
Guan Shengyou 
There are many minority groups in China, and they 
often have different religions. This piece paint a 
scene of a religious rite in the countryside. 
The musi 'c ~ starts : ~witin accelerating drum beats and 
people move along with the intense beats, praying for 
good weather and good harvest. The music features a 
wild and mystic rhythm, rarely used percussion 
instruments and yun-lo (gong set). In the last part, 
various instruments take turn to execute the same melody 
in quickening tempo. 
2. A SILVER BRIDGE BETWEEN GREEN COASTS (B3) - composed by 
Shen Wenyou 
This music paint a picture of a long bridge across 
the water, blue waves and green coasts. It has three 
parts. 
(1) Adagio. After a free introduction by Tongxiao 
(shakuhachi), the theme is executed by bandi (a bamboo 
flute) and string instruments, and transit to dominant 
allegretto. 
(2) Allegretto. Waves . are sketched by the chromatic 
scale of string .instruments .,:. and the great bridge is 
represented by the wide theme, and transition to the 
original scale. 
(3) Andante. A happy and proud theme and the major triad 
close the music. 
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3. THE DREAMS IN THE RED MANSION (pipa concerto) (Dl) -
composed_by Shui Menbin, soloist: Mr. Chi Yung-Pin 
"The Dreams in The Red Mansion" is the most famous 
Chinese classical novel, and this music is inspired by 
the tragic love story of the hero, Jia Baoyu, and the 
heroine, Lin Daiyu, the first theme representing the 
heroine and the second theme representing the hero. 
INTERMISSION 
4. PLUCKING A LUCAI FLOWER (A2) - arranged by Tan Zhibin 
based on an Anhui folksong 
2/4, D major, presto vivace. This piece skillfully 
utilizes the technique of "tight-bowing and slow-
singing" in the traditional theater. At the end, the 
tempo go back to the original. 
5. GENERAL MU AT COMMAND (banhu) (D4) - Yuqu Theater Tune 
arrange by Yang Bingzhong, soloist: Mr. Wu Jung-Tsan 
Yuqu is also called Honan bangzi. It is a Honan 
theater formed by combining Honan bangzi and other 
theatric tunes. It was much influenced by Qin theater 
tunes but softer and sweeter than Qin tunes, and its 
melodies have unforgetable flavor of. Honan folksongs. 
This music is the arrangement and orchestration of 
the main tunes from . .±.he famous Yuqu drama "General Mu at 
Command". It depicts the hesitation, determination and 
patriotism of General Mu, a girl. 
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(1) The Lass Loves to Sing 
(2) In My Heart 
(3) You, Mogolian Lark, A Fantastic Singer! 
7. THE YI TRIBE'S BANQUET (B4} - composed by Lu Lianghui 
The Yi is one of the minority people on the south-
Western border of China, who likes drinking and dancing. 
This music sketches a scene of banquet in the moonlit 
night, moving from the lively to the mysterious and the 
passionate. 
